
Writing Task

In your homework book is a 

picture of ‘The Cave’. 

Follow the steps given to 

write a short narrative 

about the cave. 

The Empty Box!

You can do anything you like; 

a presentation on something 

that interests you; write about 

something you have done - the 

choice is yours...

Spelling/Phonics
Every Tuesday you will  receive 

spellings to be learnt for a test 

on the following Tuesday. 

These spellings will be in line 

with the spelling rule we will be 

learning each week.

Times Tables

Use TT Rockstars to practice 

your times table facts. Do 

this twice a week. 

Topic  Task (Geography)

We will have looked at the 

British Empire in class. Can 

you locate the countries in 

the Empire on a map? 

What are their capital 

cities? Tell me one fact 

about each country too. 

Maths Task
Ready for our learning on 

fractions. Recap common 

fractions and their decimal and 

percentage equivalents. 

e.g. 1/2 = 50% = 0.5 

Create a fact sheet that will 

help you in your lessons. 

Look at the front cover of 

a book. Predict what will 

happen then write a story to 

match the front cover. 

Measure out the ingredients 

to make a Victoria Sponge 

cake. Make the cake and 

write instructions on how 

you made it. Send in a 

picture if you wish ☺

. Who is Charles Darwin or 

Alfred Wallace? Create a 

fact files about one of these 

famous people. How does 

this link with our current 

learning? 

Design and play a Victorian 

board game or Victorian toy.  

Reading

You must read at least 3 

times a week at home. Don’t 

forget to add any books you 

read into your journal and 

also use Reading Eggs ☺

Research a famous figure 

from the Victorian era. 

Draw or paint a picture of 

them and add some of the 

important information 

around the picture

Research the Victorians and 

create a poster that contains 

at least 6 key facts about 

the era. 

Can you include some 

pictures? 

Wygate Park Academy 'Pick and Mix' Homework
Year 6 – Autumn Term 1

Choose a character we have 

met in ‘Street Child’. Write 

a brief description about 

them using what we have 

learnt from the book. 

This 'Pick and Mix' homework is for the whole half term. Red Boxes need to be completed regularly each week. Yellow Boxes must be done at some point during the 

half term. Challenge yourself to the green box activities. 

These do not have to be done, but if you want to push yourself, that would be super! 

Remember – your Home Learning Journal must be returned to school by the Monday for Miss Stanley to look at and mark.

Please tick and initial the activities your child has completed.

Science Task
Present however you like about 

the variation in your family. 

You could include information 

about: eye colour, hair colour, 

personality, height etc…

Who are you most like in your 

family?


